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Summary

Configuration action gives concrete values to the provided configuration parameters, such as
changing the stiffness value in impedance controller. Coordination action provides the discrete
behaviour of a component or a system, such as changing the entire control law from PID con-
trol to impedance control. These two actions are common in robotics applications. However,
they may lead to undesired effect, such as the sudden interaction energy changing, making the
system unstable. By applying the energy-based control approach, it is possible to acknowledge
the consequences in robot behaviour from an energy point of view, allowing the system to have
much more information available to make a better decision.

RaM group is working towards fully enabling energy awareness in control systems. For 5Cs of
control software, the energy-aware composition, communication and computation of the con-
trol software has been addressed in previous work, but few has been explored for coordination
and configuration concerning energy-awareness, which is the aim of the project discussed in
this thesis. This thesis presents the design pattern of energy-aware configuration and coordi-
nation, conceptual implementation of the energy-aware coordination, and the simulation has
been done to test the conceptual implementation.

First, existing projects related to configuration and/or coordination are analysed to determine
requirement for designing and implementing energy-aware coordination and configuration.
From this analysis, it is concluded that the integration of energy awareness for configuration
and coordination actions can lead to the improvement of system-level properties, but does
require both effort and flow. Next, the results are used to analyse control interface require-
ments, which is applied to communicate the four physical quantities (effort, flow, generalised
momenta and generalised displacement). Then, description of the composition of the energy in
the system and the energy-communication standard for the system are presented. To demon-
strate energy awareness of coordination and configuration actions, use cases are needed. How-
ever, a form of energy-aware configuration has been addressed in van Teeffelen (2018)’s work.
Therefore, the demonstration only focuses on the energy-aware coordination, i.e. integrating
energy awareness when changing the control law. Based on the analyses, a list of prioritised
requirements is composed to develop the design pattern.

Fulfilling all design requirements, the design pattern for the energy-aware configuration and
coordination are presented respectively. They both applies the control interface and energy-
communication standard mentioned above, and consists of 4 components, i.e. agent, se-
quence controller, loop controller and energy-aware component. The agent handles the con-
figuration and coordination actions by altering the behaviour of the other 3 components. The
sequence controller sends the setpoints to the loop controller directly. The loop controller runs
the control law that steers the physical system to follow the setpoint value. Last, the energy-
aware component integrates energy awareness into the control software, and tries to reduce
the undesired effect of configuration and coordination actions.

The energy-aware coordination design pattern is assessed by simulation. The use case, chang-
ing the control law is implemented. By conducting and evaluating 4 experiments of different
conditional settings, it is shown that energy awareness is successfully integrated in the coor-
dination action and enables decreasing the sudden energy changing if a suitable maximum
energy level of energy tank is applied.

Although the work presented in this thesis has developed the design pattern for energy-aware
configuration and coordination, there is work to be done in the future. Future work should
focus on expanding energy assessment to cover a broader range of physical applications, pro-
viding a more appropriate upper limit of energy tank and testing the system on a physical robot.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context

Compared with the traditional industrial robots, which are only applied in a fixed environment,
advanced robots with new abilities, such as decisional autonomy and Human-Robot Interac-
tion (HRI), will face more challenges on safety (Guiochet et al., 2017). For example, in the self-
driving Tesla car, the Autopilot Assist feature is only an assist that does not work all the time and
requires the driver to be ready to take over at any time. This is because the self-driving car faces
two major challenges which are same for all autonomous robots: the adequate perception of
the environment in spite of sensing uncertainties, and the adequate reactions to unexpected
situations (Guiochet et al., 2017). However, switching the driving mode from Autopilot to Man-
ual has caused a number of accidents. By applying the energy-based control approach, it is
possible to acknowledge the consequences in robot behaviour from an energy point of view
when switching control law, allowing the system to have much more information available to
make a better decision.

Under the energy-based control approach, the physical interactions between the control soft-
ware and the physical system – e.g., a robot – can be almost exclusively characterised by en-
ergy exchange (Folkertsma and Stramigioli, 2017) when generalised forces (efforts, e) and gen-
eralised velocities (flows, f ) are used as steering and feedback signals (Paynter et al., 1961).
Therefore, there will be a communication of energy-data between the control software and the
physical system. Energy-awareness in robotics implies enabling energy as a system property
and using it to enhance system behaviour and make better decisions to accomplish tasks effec-
tively and safely (Brodskiy, 2014).

To prevents this work from having to spend time on developing software components that may
already exist (reinventing the wheel), Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) is ap-
plied as was done in the work of Bezemer (2013); Brodskiy (2014); Tadele (2014); Hobert (2020),
and has been analysed in detail, see Chapter 3. The control software can be divided into mul-
tiple control layers. The layered approach that is used in this thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1 ,
and as shown in the figure, the loop control layer is directly responsible for steering the physical
system in the cyber domain (Embedded Control Software). Therefore, this work focuses on the
loop control layer rather than other layers in cyber domain.
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Figure 1.1: Detailed system architecture of a cyber-physical system (Bezemer, 2013)

An important topic in CBSD is separation of concerns, in which a system is separated on the
basis of specific functional distinctions (concerns). In this thesis, the BRICS Component Model
(BCM) has been applied, which provides a set of five concerns (5Cs), shown in Figure 1.2, for
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the robotics domain (Bruyninckx et al., 2013). A more recent realisation of the separation of
concerns includes safety as another functional distinction to be taken into account (Bezemer,
2013). In this work, 2 concerns are addressed, i.e. configuration and coordination.

Awareness of the system’s energy during configuration and coordination actions is not being
taken care of yet. Although a form of energy-aware configuration has been achieved in van Teef-
felen (2018)’s work, it did not emphasize the configuration behaviour, which has been done in
this work, to generalize energy-aware configuration. Furthermore, energy-aware coordination
in this work pioneers the use of port-Hamiltonian energy tank to solve the problem in coordi-
nation, such as bumpy transfer, which is a big jump in the plant input, caused by a significant
difference in the outputs between different controllers, leading to a poor tracking performance
(Peng et al., 1996).

CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 5
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Figure 2.1: Separation of five concerns (5Cs) (Bruyninckx et al., 2013).

2.2 Control in Layers

The concept of separating a control system in layers was introduced in Section 1.1 along-
side Figure 1.2. Because of its modular nature, layered control can be applied in conformity
with the good practises in design described in Section 2.1.

Layered control systems, or Distributed Control Systems (DCSs), comprise a hier-
archy of controllers that split the control system into several sections of responsibility
(Greeff and Ranjan, 2004; Bolton, 2015). DCSs are integrated systems based on the concept
of decentralisation and ensure a high degree of reliability, which is why they are typically used
where significant amounts of control and a high degree of fault tolerance and redundancy are
required (Greeff and Ranjan, 2004).

The general architecture representation for layered control systems in Figure 1.2 only considers
the software side of a control system. A complete control system also includes Input/Out-
put Hardware and a system to be controlled, called the Plant. This is shown in Figure 2.2, as
presented by Bezemer (2013)1. Note that the Embedded Control Software section in Figure 2.2
is a copy of Figure 1.2. Even though this thesis focusses on the sequence-control layer, during
development of any control layer in software, it is important to keep in mind the full control
system including I/O Hardware and the Plant.
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Figure 2.2: A complete general system-architecture representation for layered embedded control sys-
tems (Bezemer, 2013).

Control systems have timing requirements depending on execution criticality. These can be
either non-, soft-, or hard real-time requirements. At lower control layers, e.g. loop control,
precise time intervals are critical for reliable performance, in which case hard real-time is re-
quired. If some slack in timing precision, for instance at higher control layers, does not affect
reliability and safety, then soft real-time or even non real-time can be sufficient.

1In fact, this figure has been used within the RaM group for years and was originally inspired by Bennett (1988).
An early version can be found in the work by Groothuis et al. (2009), after which an upgraded version was presented
by Broenink et al. (2010). Based on that, the current version in Figure 2.2 by Bezemer (2013) contains an update on
how the real-time guarantees are distributed over the different control layers.
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Figure 1.2: Overview of the 5 concerns (Bruyninckx et al., 2013)

1.2 Problem Definition

When energy-awareness is not present, i.e. when energy flows are not taken into account,
undesired effects such as instability, insufficient fault-handling actions, and degraded perfor-
mance can occur (Brodskiy, 2014). Therefore, The University of Twente’s Robotics and Mecha-
tronics (RaM) research group1 is working on integrating energy-awareness into the control soft-
ware.

After analysing the existent work by means of 5Cs, it has been found that energy-aware compo-
sition, communication and computation of the control software has been addressed in the RaM
group, like the work done by Franken (2011) and Brodskiy (2014), and also EGCS ITP (Energy-
Guided Control Stacks) in the RobMoSys2 project (Hobert, 2020; Cobos Mendez et al., 2020).
By doing so, system-level aspects like safety monitoring, fault diagnosis/monitoring and reac-
tive motion task planning and execution can be done based on the energetic state of the sys-
tem. However, few has been explored for coordination and configuration concerning energy-
awareness.

When coordinating and re-configuring the control software during run-time, the behaviour of
their computation elements is modified either by changes in their life-cycle, changes in its pa-
rameters, or by altering the way its variables are computed. For instance, the instantaneous
change of a control law and/or its parameters, if not done carefully, can lead the control soft-
ware to become energy-inconsistent, compromising system stability and safety. Hence, energy-
unaware coordination and configuration of the control software can lead to an undesired be-
haviour of the system with negative – maybe, catastrophic – results (Cobos Mendez et al., 2020).

1RaM website: https://www.ram.eemcs.utwente.nl/
2RobMoSys web page: https://robmosys.eu/egcs/
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

1.3 Research Motivation

1.3.1 Hypothesis

Since physical interactions can be almost exclusively characterised by energy exchange (Folk-
ertsma and Stramigioli, 2017), the hypothesis is that taking energy information of interactions
between the loop control level, the plant, and the environment into account during the con-
figuration and/or coordination action, could enable the controller to assess the behaviour of
energy flows produced by configuration and/or coordination. This can lead to preservation of
system-level properties such as energy-consistency, stability and safety and their predictability.
For example, van Teeffelen (2018) enforces the energy consistence of the system when changing
the value of stiffness in impedance control, which is a kind of configuration, then the passivity
of system is guaranteed so that the system become safer.

1.3.2 Goals and Approach

The goal of this project is to develop a generic design pattern to make the control software be
aware of the energetic behaviour when executing configuration and coordination actions. And
a basic implementation of the design pattern concept is to be formulated in this thesis. In other
words, the main contribution of this project is building the connection between two concerns
of the software (configuration and coordination) and the dynamics behaviour of the physical
system.

The approach is to address the energy-flow changes derived from controller configuration and
coordination. For example, by limiting the amplitude of the sudden change of energy (en-
ergy bump) by limiting the generalised forces (efforts, e) and/or generalised velocities (flows,
f ), so that an energy-bumpless transfer can be achieved, and the energy consistency can be
guaranteed. By using the passivity layer in van Teeffelen (2018) for configuration, and the port-
Hamiltonian energy tank in Raiola et al. (2018) for coordination, the energy consistency can be
monitored and preserved. As mentioned in Section 1.1, a form of energy-aware configuration
has been achieved in van Teeffelen (2018)’s work, it just did not emphasize the configuration
behaviour, so in this thesis, the passivity layer in van Teeffelen (2018) is chosen for configura-
tion. The reason why this thesis uses port-Hamiltonian energy tank in Raiola et al. (2018) for
coordination is, in Raiola et al. (2018)’s works, the influence of external force disturbance to the
energy tank is analysed, which can be used in this thesis, regarding the coordination action as
an external disturbance.

1.3.3 Research Requirements

The following research requirements and sub-requirements have been devised to structure and
focus the work of this thesis.

1. The thesis should be able to acknowledge the impact of run-time coordination and con-
figuration of the loop control software in the behaviour of the robot.

(a) Analyse the negative effects of sudden energy changes on robot dynamics.

(b) Analyse which properties are influenced when doing run-time coordination and
configuration.

2. A series of requirements should be proposed in the design pattern to preserve the system-
level properties, such as energy consistency.

3. The thesis should propose the method on how to implement energy-awareness in coor-
dination and configuration action of the loop controller.

(a) The design choices should be able to gather the energy information, minimise the
negative effects of sudden energy changes on robot dynamics.

Robotics and Mechatronics Xinwen Zhang, Msc
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4. The assessment of the design pattern should be done in this thesis, to analyse the benefits
and drawbacks of energy-aware configuration and coordination.

(a) Ideally, a physical real-world robot would be implemented. However, due to cur-
rent restrictions of COVID-19, only simulation is implemented instead of using the
physical robots at the university’s labs is denied.

1.4 Report Outline

The rest of this thesis report is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 is introduced as background material, providing the existing knowledge which
supports the subsequent research in this thesis.

• Chapter 3 focuses on the principle behind energy-aware configuration and coordina-
tion. The control interface for control "command" and "feedback" signals, and the flow
of energy in the system are presented. A use case is designed for evaluating energy-aware
coordination.

• Chapter 4 introduces the design pattern about energy-aware configuration and coordi-
nation, which is the main contribution of this project. Corresponding implementation
example is proposed.

• Chapter 5 simulates the implementation example in Chapter 4. Simulation results are
presented and discussed here.

• Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions of this project. An overview of the future
work and recommendations is provided.

Xinwen Zhang, Msc University of Twente
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2 Background

This chapter presents background information on the project’s goal of enabling energy-aware
coordination and configuration of the control software. First, Component-Based Software De-
velopment (CBSD) is addressed in Section 1.1, which comprises two parts, i.e. the layered ap-
proach in control software, and separation of concerns between the development aspects of
Computation, Communication, Coordination, Configuration and Composition (5Cs). Follow-
ing CBSD, the concepts related to energy exchange during physical interactions are explained.
Then, the effect of configuration and coordination in energy level are described. Finally, port-
Hamiltonian energy tank has been treated for energy-aware coordination.

2.1 CBSD

Applying Component-Based Software Development (CBSD) seems to be a clever approach on
working through the endless list of potential application development for robotics. Because
in CBSD, systems are composed from reusable components, helping engineers concentrate on
the prime contribution of their work. Ideally, a CBSD component should be compliant to all
possible systems. However, Brugali and Scandurra (2009) mentioned that there is a limit to the
extend of compliance of components due to differences in interfaces, e.g. specialistic systems
using a proprietary interface or existing systems using an outdated configuration. Therefore,
CBSD is about finding the best trade-off between commercial off-the-shelf (COTS), which is too
specific (less reusable), and custom development, which is too generic (less valuable)(Brugali
and Scandurra, 2009).

In this work, layered approach which separates a control system in layers, as well as 5Cs which
separates the system based on specific functional distinctions (concerns) are applied. Separat-
ing the system in the development of control software adds to the re-usability of a system and
allows work on the system to be focused at one specific system functionality at a time.

2.1.1 Layered approach

As shown in Figure 1.1, the complete control system is divided into (Embedded) Control Soft-
ware, Input/Output Hardware as well as physical/mechanical plant (robot). Even though this
thesis focuses on the loop control layer (part of software), it is still important to keep in
mind the full control system including I/O Hardware (consists of digital-to-analogue (D/A)
and analogue-to-digital (A/D) converters, connecting the discrete-time control stack to the
continuous-time plant), as well as the Plant. Because this thesis is working on integrating en-
ergy awareness into control software, which concerns about the interaction energy between
software and hardware.

This section only introduces the concept of two layers in (Embedded) Control Software since
this thesis is focusing on the development of loop control layer, and the sequence control layer
is needed to send the setpoints to the loop control layer directly. For simplicity, the (Embedded)
Control Software section in Figure 1.1 is taken out separately as Figure 2.1.

A description of sequence control layer and loop control layer is given by Cobos Mendez et al.
(2020) as follows1:

• Sequence Control is a mid-level controller that typically deals with longer running tasks
than loop control layer, e.g. trajectory computation. For example, if the mission is steer-

1In fact, Figure 1.1 has been used within the RaM group for years. An early version can be found in the work by
Groothuis et al. (2009), after which an upgraded version was presented by Broenink et al. (2010). Based on that, the
current version in Figure 1.1 by Bezemer (2013) contains an update on how the real-time guarantees are distributed
over the different control layers. And in Cobos Mendez et al. (2020) the definition of each layers are declared
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Figure 2.1: A general software-architecture representation for layered embedded control systems (Beze-
mer, 2013)

ing the robotic arm to reach the target state, the sequence control layer needs to generate
a serial of setpoints to constitute a feasible trajectory for the robotic arm, just as shown
in Figure 2.2, and let loop controller follow the setpoints. Besides setpoints, commands
can also be sent to loop control in the form of changing the control parameters, like the
PID value etc.. In turn, it receives feedback from loop control layer (or from sensor,e.g.
from cameras, lasers, IMUs, GPSes, etc. directly), like whether the robotics arm reach the
target state. Sequence control components interacting with loop control components re-
quire timing constraint. However if missed deadlines do not jeopardise task execution, a
certain degree of tolerance can be implemented, i.e. soft real-time guarantees. For exam-
ple, when the robotic arm cannot follow the setpoints in time, making the error between
current state and setpoint state become bigger and bigger, the sequence control layer can
stop generating new setpoint until the setpoint is actually reached.

CHAPTER 4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 27

4.1.4 Setpoint Generator Design

The Setpoint Generator’s design is to satisfy Design Requirement 5. In Section 1.1, it is stated
that “energy awareness means to plan and perform actions taking into account a system’s en-
ergetic state”. Accordingly, the Setpoint Generator is designed to output setpoints taking into
account the system’s energetic state by assessing the input energy signals tank and loopenergetic.
The setpoints outputted by the Setpoint Generator are to steer the Loop Controller to a certain
target. This target is communicated via the task signal coming from the Supervisory Controller.
It is the Setpoint Generator’s responsibility to output setpoints that make the Loop Controller
reach its targets, that is, it should output the setpoints along a feasible trajectory towards the
target. This is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

current state

t r a j e c t o r y

target statesetpoint

Figure 4.4: The Setpoint Generator commands setpoints along a trajectory to steer the Loop Controller
from its current state towards a target state.

From the description above, two main operations can be distinguished for the Setpoint Gen-
erator: energy assessment and trajectory planning. These two operations are included in the
Setpoint Generator design in the form of the Energy Assessing and Trajectory Planning blocks,
as shown in Figure 4.5. The designed Setpoint Generator provides energy-guided control; it as-
sesses energy states of the control system and adapts its trajectory planning and setpoint gener-
ation accordingly. Important to keep in mind is that subsequent setpoints must be amplitude-
continuous (Design Requirement 5) and contained by at least one of the four physical variables
e, p , f , and q .

Sequence Control

Trajectory
Planning

Setpoint Generator

Energy
Assessing

setpoint

task

tankloopenergetic

state

assessment

robotstate

sensors

loopstate,est

robotstate,est

command

energy

Legend

feedback

other

loopstate

Figure 4.5: Setpoint Generator design consisting of an Energy Assessing block and a Trajectory Planning
block.

The Energy Assessing block is used to assess energy states within the control system. To this
end, it receives energy signals loopenergetic and tank, assesses them, and forwards the assess-
ment result (assessment) to the Trajectory Planning block. Depending on implementation, the
Energy Assessing block can perform, for example, energy tank monitoring, fault and error de-
tections (as described in Section 3.4), or detection and identification of physical interactions.

The Trajectory Planning block receives and processes all of the non-energy feedback signals
and, based on these inputs, plans a trajectory and outputs setpoints along it. Situations may
occur in which the Trajectory Planning block, through the Energy Assessment block, finds that
problems occur along a certain trajectory. The Trajectory Planning block should then be able
to divert onto an alternative trajectory in a new attempt to reach the target.
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Figure 2.2: Setpoints along a trajectory to steer the Loop Controller from its current state towards a
target state (Hobert, 2020)

• Loop Control is the main operating layer of this thesis because it is responsible for steer-
ing the physical system in its environment directly, making the effect of energy awareness
easier to observe. The loop-control layer receives setpoint commands from the sequence
control layer and sensor measurement feedback from the measuring & actuation layer
(the details of this layer can be found in Cobos Mendez et al. (2020)). It computes ac-
tuation commands to steer the robot’s actuators based on these setpoints and measure-
ments. In turn, it feeds the robot state back to sequence control layer. Usually the robotic
control laws are being used in this layer, such as the most classic PID control, impedance
control etc.. Loop control layer has to compute with strict timing constraints as it interact
directly with the physical world. Otherwise, it will lead to unstable behaviour and cause
unacceptable — and sometimes catastrophic — failures.
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2.1.2 5Cs

Figure 1.2 gives an overview of how the "5Cs" are defined in the context of the BRICS Compo-
nent Model (BCM). A more detailed vision of the "5Cs" declared by Bruyninckx et al. (2013) is
given below:

• Computation is the core of a system’s functionality, the main role is calculating the steer-
ing and measurement values to control the physical world through a control law algo-
rithm. For example, in classic PID control, the calculation of using tracking error e and
its three gains KP , K I , KD to get control action u is part of computation:

u(t ) = KP e(t )+K I

∫
e(t )dt +KD

de(t )

dt

• Communication sends data towards the computational components that require it, with
the right quality of service, i.e., time, bandwidth, latency, accuracy, priority, etc. For
example, the sequence control layer sends the setpoints to the loop control layer men-
tioned in Section 2.1.1.

• Coordination is the main topic in this thesis, which determines how all components in
the system should work together, i.e, in each state of the coordinating finite state ma-
chine, one particular behaviour is configured to be active in each of the components. In
other words, Coordination provides the discrete behaviour of a component or a system.
This thesis focus on one kind of discrete behaviour, i.e. changing the control law in loop
control layer. For example, Peng et al. (1996) used the control scheme with the capability
of switching between manual and PID control mode, and this example has been detailed
in Section 2.3.2.

• Configuration is also a main topic in this thesis, which allows users of the computa-
tion and communication functionalities to influence the behaviour and performance,
by giving concrete values to the provided configuration parameters, e.g.tuning control
or estimation gains, determining communication channels and their inter-component
interaction policies, providing hardware and software resources and taking care of their
appropriate allocation, etc. For example, in classic PID control, in order to speed up the
controller’s response to errors, KP needs to be increased, which is a kind of configura-
tion. In this thesis, the energetic effect of tuning the stiffness value in impedance control
is being addressed.

• Composition models the coupling that is always required between components in a par-
ticular system.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, among all the five concerns, energy-aware composition, commu-
nication and computation of the control software has been addressed in the RaM group. How-
ever, energy-aware coordination and configuration is still missing, and has been addressed in
this thesis.

2.2 Principles of Energy Exchange

This section explains the sentence in Section 1.1 "the physical interactions between the con-
trol software and the physical system – e.g., a robot – can be almost exclusively characterised
by energy exchange" (Folkertsma and Stramigioli, 2017) and relates to the development of an
energy-aware configuration and coordination.

2.2.1 Physical quantities

Robotic systems use sensors to measure physical quantity. Depending on the type of sensor,
quantities such as those listed in Table 2.1 can be measured. In fact, the physical quantities in
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physical
domain

flow effort
generalised
displacement

generalised
momentum

f e q = ∫
f dt p = ∫

e dt

mechanical
translation

velocity force displacement momentum
v[ms−1] F [N ] x[m] p[N · s]

mechanical
rotation

angular
velocity

torque
angular
displacement

angular
momentum

ω[r ad ·
s−1]

τ[N m] θ[r ad ] b[N ms]

Table 2.1: Physical quantities classified under four physical variables: flow, effort, generalised displace-
ment, and generalised momentum (Breedveld, 1982)

not only the physical domains mentioned in Table 2.1, but also other domains, such as electro-
magnetic (includes current i [A], voltage u[V ] etc.), hydraulic (includes volume flow φ[m3s−1],
pressure p[N m−2] etc.) and so on can also be measured and classified under four physical vari-
able. However, this thesis is focusing on the mechanical translation and rotation, so only these
two domains are listed.

In Table 2.1, the quantities are classified as a generalised velocity or flow ( f ), generalised force
or effort (e), generalised displacement (q), or generalised momentum (p). These four physical
variables are called the variables of state and can be used to describe the energetic condition of
any physical state-determined system (Paynter et al., 1961).

In multi-DOF robotics, these four variables of state are usually in vector form. Consider a
7-DOF robot with a displacement sensor at each joint, the generalised-displacement vector
equals q = [q1, q2, q3, q4, q5, q6, q7]T. In the remainder of this thesis, the variables of state are
considered for multi-DOF robotics, thus in vector form ( f , e, q , p).

2.2.2 Basic energy computation

For modelling and control of physical systems, both the energy (E) and its rate of change are of
interest. The rate of energy change ( d

dt E) — also known as power (P ) — is defined as the product
of two power-conjugated variables: effort (e) and flow ( f ):

d

dt
E = P = eT · f (2.1)

Thus, in continuous time, energy (E) is equal to the integration of power (P ) over time:

E =
∫

Pdt =
∫

eT f dt (2.2)

But the control software interfaces with a physical system through sampling and holding ac-
tions, making the energy computation in discrete time. For an effort-out/flow-in causality, i.e.
input the velocities (flow f ), but more commonly input and also used in this thesis is displace-
ment (q), while output forces or torques (effort e), Stramigioli et al. (2005) proposes computing
the energy flow (∆H) with sampling displacement q and constant effort e due to the zero-order
hold. Between time kT and k(T +1), where T is the sampling time and k is a positive integer,
the effort e will be constant:

e(t ) = e(k +1) t ∈ [kT, (k +1)T ] (2.3)
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and the computation of energy flow ∆H as shown in Equation 2.4:

∆H(k +1) =
∫ (k+1)T

kT
eT (t ) f (t )dt

=
∫ (k+1)T

kT
eT (k +1) f (t )dt

= eT (k +1)
∫ (k+1)T

kT
f (t )dt

= eT (k +1)(q((k +1)T )−q(kT ))

(2.4)

the last step of the Equation 2.4 uses the relation between flow ( f ) and generalised displacement
(q) mentioned in Table 2.1. And throughout the sample interval [kT, (k +1)T ], the value of the
f is continuously changing, here only uses the values at both ends to estimate the total change
of f . If the sampling time T is small enough, the error will be acceptable.

2.3 Energy-tank based controller

Passive systems are a class of stable dynamical systems first defined by Willems (1972), whose
total energy is less than, or equal to, the sum of its initial energy and any external energy sup-
plied to it by interaction. However, the configuration and coordination actions can allow inter-
nal energy production, resulting in the loss of passivity of the overall system, which has been
detailed in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, which is the first requirement in Section 1.3.3, i.e.
"the thesis should be able to acknowledge the impact of run-time coordination and configura-
tion of the loop control software in the behaviour of the robot".

Thereupon, the energy-tank based controller implementation presented in Raiola et al. (2018)
is adopted as a feasible way to circumvent this issue. In this way, only the energy that is put
in by the operator or the environment can be used in controlling the robotic devices. If more
energy is consumed than what was stored in the energy tank, the control action will be limited
such that the energy leakage will not exceed the energy level in energy tank, creating a passive
system. In general, energy-tanks can be added to any task oriented controller, let the control
laws (PID, impedance control etc.) become black boxes in the eyes of the designer, free the
designer from the task of designing the control law.

2.3.1 Impact of configuration on energy levels

The configuration of the control law changes the energetic interaction of the robot with the en-
vironment. For instance, in impedance control, as shown in Figure 2.3, if the effect of stiffness
modulation on the monitoring of energy levels in the system does not be taken into account,
when the stiffness increases (the left one in the figure), more energy will be extracted from the
tank level than the amount that is added, leading the impedance controller continuously leak-
ing energy because of the overestimation of active behaviour. On the other hand, when the
stiffness decreases (the right one in the figure), less energy will be extracted than the amount
that is added, i.e. more energy than needed may be supplied to the physical system. van Teef-
felen (2018) clarifies that "the reason why these happen is that the energy tanks are not regis-
tering the energy flows in and out of the controller in the right way, since the effects of stiffness
modulation are not taken into account".

van Teeffelen (2018) also describes how to add energy compensation. For instance, when de-
creasing the stiffness of the impedance controller as shown in Figure 2.4. The stiffness is chang-
ing from K1 to K2, and the relationships between the positional error Xe and the applied con-
trol actions (forces) corresponding to the two stiffness levels, FK1 and FK2 are plotted. When the
controller uses K1, the energy contained in it is equal to the surface area of the combined white
and grey triangles:

HK1 =
1

2
FK1 Xe =

1

2
K1X 2

e (2.5)
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Khigh Klow

k
Time [s] →

H
i [

J]
 →

KhighKlow

k
Time [s] →

H
i [

J]
 →

Figure 2.3: Energy tank levels of impedance controller in time for switching virtual stiffness levels at
time instant k without using energy compensation for impedance modulation. The virtual spring is
compressed until k, after which it returns to its relaxed state. The left sub-figure increases the stiffness
at k, while the right sub-figure decreases the stiffness at k.(van Teeffelen, 2018)

When decreasing the stiffness to K2, the grey area (∆HKv , energy compensation) is added to
the energy level of the controller (in this case,∆HKv < 0, so the energy becomes lower actually).
The surface area of the grey triangle is equal to:

∆HKv =
1

2
(K2 −K1)X 2

e < 0 (2.6)

The new energy level of the controller will be equal to the white area:

HK2 = HK1 +∆HKv (2.7)

HK2

ΔHKv

K1

K2

Xe

FK1

FK2

0

Figure 2.4: Energy levels of two impedance controllers with stiffness levels K1 and K2 for a constant
positional error Xe resulting in controller efforts FK1 and FK2 respectively (van Teeffelen, 2018).

In this thesis, a generic design pattern has been designed for energy-aware configuration based
on van Teeffelen (2018)’s work.

2.3.2 Impact of coordination on energy levels

As for coordination action, bumpy transfer, i.e. the mode switching with a jump at the plant in-
put, has been addressed in Peng et al. (1996). They used the control scheme with the capability
of switching between manual and PID control mode as shown in Figure 2.5 as an example.

When the switch goes from automatic to manual control, if at that time, the error e > 0, then the
integral term in automatic mode (PID control) increases in an uncontrolled way to very high
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Process

Figure 2.5: The control scheme with the capability of switching between manual and PID control mode
(Peng et al., 1996)

values and u becomes high and much greater than um , because the value e will not change
when the mode switch to manual control. Now, assume that the switch goes back from manual
to automatic control. At that moment, even if e = 0, a big jump occurs at ur , due to the previous
high values of the integral term. Moreover, u decreases only if e < 0 for a sufficiently long time.
This leads to a long settling time of the process output. Because of the jump of ur (e.g. forces,
a kind of effort e), the energy flow made up of ur also has a big jump and a long settling time.

2.3.3 Energy-tank system described through the port-Hamiltonian formulation

Different methodologies are being used to the define the energy tank strategy. In this thesis, the
port-Hamiltonian systems theory is chosen to define energy tank as Cardenas (2017) and Raiola
et al. (2018) did. "With energy tanks defined through a port-Hamiltonian system, structurally
prevents that any action taken would result in spurious energy generation"(Raiola et al., 2018).

The physical representation of the energy-tank based controller for a Multi-DOF system is de-
picted in Figure 2.6 by Cardenas (2017) and Raiola et al. (2018). The energy tank Hn(sn) for
each joints is modeled as a spring with constant stiffness k (e.g. k = 1) connected to the plant
through a transmission MTn . This transmission allows power to flow from the controller to the
plant, regulated by the ratio un , whose value is determined by a computational unit CU .

The derivation of port-Hamiltonian equation of the energy-tank system for multi-DOF manip-
ulators is not explained in detail here, detailed contents can be found in Cardenas (2017). For
multi-DOF system, the port-Hamiltonian equation of the energy-tank system for a joint sub-
system n is disclosed as: (

ṡn

τnout

)
=

(
0 un

−un 0

)(
sn

q̇n

)
(2.8)

where τnout is the output from the chosen control strategy (e.g. the torque output from
impedance controller), q̇n is the velocity of the joint, and sn is the state of the spring (energy
tank). Then the desired transmission ratio un can be set as:

un = τnout

sn
(2.9)

If in 1-DOF case, when the tank is empty, the controller’s power output instantly drops to zero to
guarantee passivity, and if the power “flows back” from the plant to the controller, the energy-
tank can be refilled with the injected energy. However, in multi-DOF case, the transmission
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24 Development of a SAIP Controller for a Multi-DOF Manipulator

(Pc < 0). The latter condition is satisfied when an external force is acting on the system, which
is translated as addition of energy from an external source.

Lastly, once the transmission ratio is settled, the output force command sent to the system
plant is computed as:

Fout =−u · s =




Fc , if (H(s) > ε) ∨ (Pc < 0))

0, otherwise
(4.10)

where the spring state s is determined by integrating the following expression:

ṡ = u · ẋ (4.11)

4.3 Extension to a Multi-DOF General Case

The general 1-DOF simplified case can be extended to a multi-DOF instance, where each joint
is examined as a subsystem. Each subsystem is described by the energy storage phenomenon
illustrated in Figure 4.2, upholding the energy preserving interconnection of the PCH format
in (4.2). The physical perception of the energy-tank based controller for the multi-DOF case is
depicted in Figure 4.3.

Plant

CU

Energy-Tank Based Controller

u1

MT1

H1(s1) u2

MT2

MT3

un

MTn

d

u3

H

H

H2(s2)

H3(s3)

Hn(sn )

Figure 4.3: Physical depiction of the energy-tank based controller for multi-DOF manipulators.

Analogously to the 1-DOF case, the port-Hamiltonian formulation for a joint subsystem n can
be disclosed as: (

ṡn

τnout

)
=

(
0 un

−un 0

)(
sn

q̇n

)
(4.12)

whereas in this case, the transmission ratio un is determined as:

un =





−τcn

sn
, if (Hn(sn) > ε)

−τcn

γ2 sn , otherwise
(4.13)

C.A. Cardenas Villa University of Twente

Figure 2.6: Multi-DOF energy-tank based controller (Cardenas, 2017)

ratio un will not be zero immediately when the energy-tank Hn(sn) (Hn(sn) = 1
2 ks2

n is the po-
tential energy in the tank) enters to a depleted state, but adopts a smooth decaying behavior,
preserving a control action that gradually shuts down joint n. Moreover, recharging energy into
the tank when there is a power flowing from the plant to the controller is prohibited, due to the
presence of noise in the computation of the power flowing between the controller and plant
(other links may still be in motion when the tank Hn(sn) is depleted, and joint n extends its
motion due to the inertial motion of the other links, which may unintentionally recharge the
tank in case).

Therefore, the transmission ratio un is determined as:

un =
{−τnout

sn
, if (Hn (sn) > ε)

−τnout

γ2 sn , otherwise
(2.10)

where ε is the minimum amount of energy in the tank before the robot and the controller are
decoupled, γ = p

2 ·ε. When Hn(sn) ≤ ε, a linear function behavior is chosen, let τnout drops
proportionally to the state sn . Once the transmission ratio un is settled according to the energy
levels in Hn(sn), the torque output sent to joint n is computed as:

τon =−un · sn (2.11)

the state of the spring sn in Hn(sn) is computed at each time step by integrating ṡn from the
port-Hamiltonian expression in Equation 2.8:

ṡn = un q̇n (2.12)
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3 Analysis

This chapter focuses on the second requirement in Section 1.3.3, i.e. "a series of requirements
should be proposed in the design pattern to preserve the system-level properties, such as en-
ergy consistency". A list of five projects related to configuration and/or coordination is anal-
ysed for the connection points for energy awareness in coordination and configuration. The
results thereof are used to analyse interface requirements. Furthermore, a possible use case for
evaluating energy awareness of coordination is analysed to identify implementation require-
ments (the use case for evaluating energy-aware configuration has been analysed by van Teef-
felen (2018), so it won’t be addressed in this thesis). This chapter is concluded by a list of design
requirements and a list of implementation requirements.

3.1 Connection points for energy awareness in coordination and configuration

In order to determine requirements for designing and implementing energy-aware coordina-
tion and configuration, additional information is needed to verify what are the practical appli-
cations of coordination and configuration. Therefore, five projects that consider the configura-
tion and/or coordination are analysed below.

Furthermore, because Section 1.1 mentions that " energy-awareness in robotics implies en-
abling energy as a system property and using it to enhance system behaviour and make better
decisions to accomplish tasks effectively and safely (Brodskiy, 2014)", system-level properties
of each project are evaluated to determine how energy awareness could have been beneficial
in those projects.

The analyses per project are structured as follows:

• Project name. [Purpose of the system].

– Measuring. [The sensors / measurement signals that were used.]

– Actuation. [The actuators / control-command signals that were used.]

– Notes. [Relevant notes specific to the project, e.g. the practical applications of co-
ordination and/or configuration in this project, the method of getting the energy
information.]

– System-Level properties. [The system-Level properties improved by implementing
energy-aware coordination and/or configuration.]

To make a design pattern that is widely applicable, and allow the task-oriented control system
to become black boxes for the engineers, the control systems of the projects have been selected
to differ in physical domains, type of actuation, and control laws. No more than the following
five projects have been selected, because they are expected to yield sufficient information.

The analyses of the five projects (in chronological order) are listed below:

1. MACS. Breemen and Vries (2000) develop an agent-based framework for designing and
implementing multi-controller systems, i.e. multi-agent control systems (MACS). In the
article, the problem of regulating the water level of the water vessel, is applied as an ex-
ample.

(a) Measuring. The water level, pump current which steers the pump are measured.

(b) Actuation. Pump.

(c) Notes. When changing from one controller-agent to another, the control algorithm
is also changing. For instance, in the example, preventing water overflow situa-
tions and normal operation use different controllers, the former one gets active and
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turns off the pump when the water level becomes higher than or equal to the ves-
sel height, while the latter one has to operate during normal operation of the water
vessel problem. Thus, it is coordination of control software.

The physical system energy can be calculated using the following formula:

P = ηρg hQ (3.1)

in which, P is the power output; η is the efficiency of the turbine; ρ is the density of
water; g is the standard acceleration due to gravity; h is the usable fall height; Q is
the flow rate, calculated as

Q = Av (3.2)

in which, A is the cross-sectional area of the channel; v is the flow of water. If using
effort e and flow f to express power output, the equation is:

P = ηA ·ρg h · v

e = pressure = ρg h

f = flow = v

P = ηA ·e · f

(3.3)

(d) System-Level properties.

• Energy-consistency and Safety. The authors mention that one of the prob-
lem when using the multiple model approach is bumpless transfer. Switching
from one controller module to another can result in a discontinuity of the con-
trol signal. By using energy-aware coordination, the energy consistency can
be guaranteed. Moreover, the safety risk such as a sudden increase of energy
consumption of the pump resulting the increase of water flow can be avoided.

2. Human-friendly manipulators. Tadele (2014) identifies suitable metrics to identify the
appropriate impedance of robotic manipulators for the two conflicting requirements:
motion performance and safety. And the robot “Bobbie-UT" is built as an interconnec-
tion of interchangeable mobile platform, torso, robotic manipulator and humanoid head
components.

(a) Measuring. Each joint of the robotic manipulator is equipped with an absolute joint
position sensor, encoder reading for the actuator position and a torque sensor.

(b) Actuation. The robot Bobbie-UT has 7 Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) manipulator
with a two fingered, compliant and under-actuated gripper.

(c) Notes. The author mentions that effective motion based manipulation requires a
highly stiff behavior (relatively high impedance values) while important safety re-
quirements are achieved with compliant behaviors (relatively low impedance val-
ues). So modifying the impedance value, which is configuration, is important to
satisfy both performance and safety requirements.

(d) System-Level properties.

• Safety and Stablity. The author mentions that energy and power-based met-
rics are more suitable for human-friendly manipulators, because they are intu-
itive as well as physically meaningful and can easily fit into the passivity-based
impedance controller design. They can handle both clamped as well as un-
clamped impacts against a human user while the widely known HIC (Head In-
jury Criteria) is hard to deal with low speed collision injuries. Therefore, us-
ing the energy-aware configuration can be beneficial for the safety of human-
friendly manipulators.
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Besides, the author uses an energy-tank based controller-design approach to
implement a variable-impedance controller, which avoids producing the inter-
nal energy when varying the stiffness behavior of the virtual controller spring,
and maintains the overall passivity of the system, which is beneficial to the sta-
bility.

3. Teleoperated robotic systems. van Teeffelen (2018) uses an impedance controller to
connects a haptic device (Force Dimension omega.7) on the operator’s side to a robotic
manipulator (KUKA LWR4+) located in the remote environment, implementing a haptic
control of a robotic teleoperation system.

(a) Measuring. The haptic device (Force Dimension omega.7) registers the operator’s
motions and applies force feedback. The Myo Gesture Control Armband receives
the Electromyography (EMG) data from human superficial muscles. Angular posi-
tions, speed and torque data of the seven joints of the robotic manipulator (KUKA
LWR4+) is available.

(b) Actuation. The haptic device (Force Dimension omega.7) has 7 degrees of freedom
(DOFs), which can apply forces to the operator. The robotic manipulator (KUKA
LWR4+) has 7 motorized joints.

(c) Notes. The author uses variable impedance, allowing the operator to modulate
the impedance values, which is configuration. As safety and stability are desired,
relatively low impedance values should be applied, which reduces contact forces
between the robot and its environment and also reduce active behaviour of the
impedance controller. However, when high levels of transparency are desired, for
instance during accurate positioning of the robot, relatively high impedance values
should be used.

The author uses force and displacement data to get the energy information. The ef-
fects of control stiffness modulation as well as saturating control actions on energy
levels are also analysed, and the solutions to these problems are proposed.

(d) System-Level properties.

• Safety. The author mentions that in haptic control, the delays in the commu-
nication channel or the digital sampling in the control architecture could lead
to active behavior (i.e. production of energy), making the system loss the pas-
sivity. Therefore, the passivity layer is adopted by the author to guarantee the
stable behaviour of the impedance controller, making the system safer.

• Energy consistency and passivity. The author mentions that high levels of
transparency are often desired because of better motions tracking and force
application result, and the haptic ‘image’ of the remote environment that is
presented to the operator will be clearer. By using energy-aware configuration,
the passivity of impedance controller is guaranteed, so the impedance value
could be as high as possible to satisfy the transparency.

4. Reconfigurable navigation system for service robots. Brugali et al. (2018) proposes a
methodology for modeling the variability and the associated Quality-of-Service (QoS)
characteristics of reconfigurable software systems.

(a) Measuring. In the example, when the task is urgent delivery, the robot chooses
marker-based navigation, a monocular camera is used to detect visual landmarks
and obstacles, and if the illumination becomes suddenly inadequate, the laser scan
will be activated. When the task is regular delivery, the robot chooses map-based
navigation, uses a stereo camera for map-localization.
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(b) Actuation. The motor for driving the wheels.

(c) Notes. Brugali (2020) mentions that switching between two sensors requires to re-
place the algorithm that recognizes obstacles from sensory data. This is coordina-
tion. Moreover, the different performance of the two sensors (e.g. the scan rate)
and of the corresponding obstacle detection algorithms (e.g. the response time)
requires to adapt some parameters of the navigation control system (e.g. the maxi-
mum robot speed). This is configuration.

The combination of the velocity and force data could be used to get the power data,
which can be integrated to estimate energy exchange.

(d) System-Level properties.

• Robustness (stability) and Safety. Brugali (2020) mentions that for au-
tonomous robots operating in everyday environments, such as hospitals, pri-
vate houses, and public roads, one of the most important challenges is to guar-
antee robustness to changing operational conditions. Using energy-awareness,
the total amount of energy will be limited, guaranteeing the passivity. And the
bumpless transfer can be achieved, so that the dangerous behavior such as the
sudden change in speed will not happen.

5. Fully-Actuated Hexarotor. Rashad et al. (2019) present an observer-based
wrench/impedance controller for a fully-actuated hexarotor.

(a) Measuring. By using wrench observers, the authors achieve the interaction without
external force/torque sensing.

(b) Actuation. The fully-actuate hexarotor has six canted rotors, six propellers are acti-
vated by electric motors on the revolute joints.

(c) Notes. The Port-Hamiltonian control get the kinetic energy as well as the potential
energy information. And the value of total wrench applied to the rigid body of Un-
manned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is modified by impedance control. The behavior of
changing the value of parameter, is configuration.

(d) System-Level properties.

• Stability and Safety. The authors use the energy tanks to guarantee the system’s
overall the contact stability of the aerial robot interacting with any conceivable
passive environment. On the other hand, energy tanks allow the energy flow
within the system to be observed, a high-level strategy can be designed to ana-
lyze whether it is safe or not to allocate more energy in the energy tank (modify
the energy budget) to allow further regulation of the interaction wrench.

In line with Section 2.2, the systems in the examples above typically output a generalised
force—i.e. effort—command based on a generalised displacement (or sometimes generalised
velocity—i.e flow) input feedback. Except the first example, which inputs the water level (con-
stitutes pressure-i.e. effort) while outputs the pump current—i.e flow. No matter what kind of
causality (effort-out/flow-in or flow-out/effort-in) is being used in the system, both effort and
flow signals are indispensable to get the energy information.

3.2 Control interface

Following Component-Based Software Development (CBSD, Section 2.1), data communication
within the energy-aware configuration and coordination should be generic and standardised
to allow for component-based design. And the work is focusing on the loop control layer as
suggested in Section 1.1. Therefore, the generic interfaces connecting the loop control layer,
energy tank and the physical plant should be explored.
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Typically, at least 1 "command" (e.g. actuation torques) and at least 1 "feedback" (e.g. mea-
sured velocities) signal are communicated between the control software and physical plant
can be used to integrate energy awareness. Notice that "command" and "feedback" are generic
terms that include any sort of transmitted control signal. And both effort-out/flow-in and flow-
out/effort-in causalities can be used. To be precise, not only effort (e) and flow ( f ), but also
generalised momenta (p) and generalised displacement (q) can also be used in the causalities,
since energy exchange can be calculated with either e or p together with either f or q , and are
belonging to the same coordinate frame (can refer to Table 2.1) and same sample time.

This thesis reuses the control interface proposed by Hobert (2020) and makes some changes
on that, is illustrated in Figure 3.1. In which, any two entities interfacing with each other share
an input/output connector over which a "command" or "feedback" signal can be sent. And the
8 possible combinations of physical quantities ( f , e, q , p) corresponding to "command" and
"feedback", with which energy exchange can be calculated, are listed in Table 3.1.

Loop control 
layer Energy tank Plant

Connector Signal

Output

Input Command

Feedback

Figure 3.1: Control interface consists of connector, signal and 3 entities (loop control layer, energy tank
and plant). There should be a sequence control layer before the loop control layer, and Measuring &
Actuation layer before plant, but due to the main contribution of this thesis is about loop control layer,
other layers in the Embedded Control Software are ignored.

Command Feedback

e f
e q
p f
p q
f e
f p
q e
q p

Table 3.1: Possible combinations of physical quantities ( f , e, q , p) corresponding to "command" and
"feedback"

3.2.1 Top view of the energy flow

In order to integrate energy awareness into the control software, description of the composition
of the energy in the system and the energy-communication way are necessary. To provide an
energy-communication standard for the system, the top view of the energy flow is needed.

Using the energy-aware system with a port-Hamiltonian energy tank by Raiola et al. (2018) as
an example, the top view of the energy flow is illustrated in Figure 3.2. And the precise names
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18 Energy-aware configuration and coordination of control-software for robotics

and brief descriptions of each energy signals proposed by Hobert (2020) 1 in Figure 3.2 are listed
in Table 3.2.

Ekinetic

Epotential

Ekinetic

Epotential

Epotential

Loop controllerEnergy tank

Ebudget

RobotControl Software

Figure 3.2: The top view of the energy flow consists of energy signals (Ebud g et etc.) and 3 entities (loop
control layer, energy tank and plant). The arrows represent the flow of energy quanta. There should be
a sequence control layer before the loop control layer, and Measuring & Actuation layer before plant,
but due to the main contribution of this thesis is about loop control layer, other layers in the Embedded
Control Software are ignored.

Proposed
Energy Signal

Description

Ebud g et energy supplied to energy tank
Et ank, potenti al the potential energy of the virtual spring representing the energy tank
Eloop, potenti al the potential energy in loop controller
Eloop, ki neti c the kinetic energy in loop controller
Er obot , potenti al the potential energy in robot
Er obot , ki neti c the kinetic energy in robot

Table 3.2: The brief description of the energy signals in the system, ignoring the interfaces in other layers
of the Embedded Control Software except loop control layer.

In Figure 3.2, according to Brodskiy (2014), "the level of the energy tank should be interpreted
as a tight energy budget which is used to pay for all actions". Therefore, the maximum value
in the energy tank depends on the energy budget that supplies to it. However, calculating the
accurate energy budget is difficult. According to Brodskiy (2014), determining model-based
energy budget for the energy tank need to know the real-time models of the loop control layer,
the robot, and the environment. Besides, the author states that incorrect estimation of the en-
ergy budget results in a negative impact on system performance by the energy tank. As the
main goal of this thesis serves as a basic proof of concept for the energy-aware configuration
and coordination, it is not in the scope of this thesis to develop highly-accurate component
models for estimating the energy budget. Moreover, for energy-aware coordination, it is ideal
to make the design pattern that is widely applicable, and allow the task oriented control sys-
tem to become black boxes for the engineers, the model of the loop control layer will not be
available for estimating the energy budget. As an alternative, the energy budget (Ebud g et ) for
coordination in this thesis is responsible for filling the energy tank under the maximum limit
at the beginning of energy tank working. The specific value of maximum energy level can be

1In Hobert (2020)’s work, they called energy interfaces, but in this thesis, they are just used to describe how the
energy flows between the components, so some changes are made.
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determined by the specific use cases. For example, the HIC (Head Injury Criteria), or the energy
and power-based safety metrics applied in the second project of Section 3.1 (Human-friendly
manipulators) etc..

Groothuis et al. (2018) mentioned "A certain motion task that is to be executed by the robot
requires an amount of energy to be converted into kinetic energy. An accelerated motion
will always correspond to a change of kinetic energy (Er obot , ki neti c ), and if a system moves
along a gravitational field, for instance increasing and decreasing its height, the potential en-
ergy (Er obot , potenti al ) will change as well." In a Hamiltonian energy tank, the potential en-
ergy of a virtual spring is used to represent the virtual energy in the tank (Et ank, potenti al ).
And the Et ank, potenti al is partially converted into kinetic energy (Eloop, ki neti c ), which is corre-
sponding to Er obot , ki neti c as well as Er obot , potenti al , needed by the robot to executed a certain
motion task. Another part of Et ank, potenti al is stored in loop controller as potential energy
(El oop, potenti al ), such as a the virtual spring in Cartesian impedance controller. This can be
derived from Equation 2.12, in which the state of the spring sn is influenced by the velocity of
the joint q̇n . The velocity of the joint q̇n will not only constitute the Eloop, ki neti c (Eloop, ki neti c =
1
2 mq̇2

n , m is the mass of the joint), but also the El oop, potenti al (Eloop, potenti al = 1
2 kq2

n , k is the
stiffness of the virtual spring). However, actually not all the Er obot , potenti al can be controlled
by the engineer, because robot controllers often apply active gravity compensation, which is
an untouchable area for the engineer.

When the scalar energy transported in the direction of the arrow, it is along with a sign-added
or subtracted. For example, in van Teeffelen (2018)’s work, when decreasing the stiffness in
impedance control, more energy than needed may be supplied to the physical system. Then
the energy budget should be negative to remove the extra energy in the energy tank.

3.3 Use case for evaluating energy awareness

To allow energy-aware coordination and configuration to be evaluated, suitable evaluation sce-
narios are needed. Section 1.1 states the example of autonomous robot (e.g. self driving car)
that changes the control law, i.e. coordination. From Section 3.1, it can be observed that there
exist many scenarios in which energy-aware coordination and configuration could be useful.

An energy-aware coordination and configuration should be able to detect or even predict the
energy inconsistency, active (non-passive) action, and some unsafe action during configura-
tion and coordination, by assessing the energetic state of the system. After detection or predic-
tion, the corresponding solution should be planned and executed, like adjusting the value of
parameters (e.g. velocity, force etc.), increasing the transition period of configuration and coor-
dination, or even stop the configuration/coordination. Then the detection should be activated
again to check whether the undesired situation is solved or not.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, a form of energy-aware configuration has been addressed in van
Teeffelen (2018)’s work. Therefore, only focusing on the energy-aware coordination. The pro-
posed use case is illustrated in Figure 3.3, and has three sequences:

1. Interval [t0− t1]: The loop control layer uses controller A to execute the task commanded
by sequence control layer.

2. Interval [t1− t2]: Doing coordination action, i.e. switching the control law of loop control
layer from controller A to controller B.

3. Interval [t2− t3]: The loop control layer uses controller B to execute the task commanded
by sequence control layer.

In the proposed use case, the loop control layer applies two control law successively. Since
the proposed design pattern makes the control law become a black box for engineer, the two
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Controller A 
works

Stop  
Controller A Controller B

t0 t1 t2

Activate 
Controller B

t3

Start End

Figure 3.3: Use case

control laws could be arbitrarily selected, as long as they can provide the control interfaces
mentioned in Section 3.2. In this thesis, the two control laws named controller A and controller
B respectively. In order to make the effect of energy awareness obvious in coordination, the
sequence control layer should only publish one task from start to finish, such as commanding
the robotic manipulator to draw a circle.

3.4 Requirements

In this section, a list of requirements for the energy-aware configuration and coordination of
control software for robot has been created. They are prioritized following the MoSCoW (Must,
Should, Could, Won’t) criterion, which is explained in Table 3.3.

Must
Defines the project. Must haves are critical and failing to achieve one equals failing
the project.

Should
Structures the project. Should haves are important to the project. Failure of
achieving these would be notable, but would not result in failure of the project.

Could
Improves the project. Could haves are relevant to the project, but not necessary.
Only if time permits should they be pursued. Failure of achieving a Could have has
no notable consequences on the project outcome.

Won’t

Extends the project. Won’t haves are what would be interesting extensions to the
project. They are currently not needed or not feasible and may only be pursued
if all other tasks are done. Won’t haves can be part of the recommendations for
future work.

Table 3.3: MoSCoW (Must, Should, Could,Won’t) prioritisation of tasks explained (Clegg and Barker,
1994)

The requirements are as follows:

• Must

– The design pattern for energy-aware configuration of the loop controller must be
developed based on van Teeffelen (2018)’s work.

– The design pattern for energy-aware coordination at loop control level must be de-
veloped. And the energy awareness for the proposed use case in Section 3.3 must
be achieved by using the design pattern.

– A demo of the final product (design pattern) must showcase the effects of energy-
aware coordination of control software.

– The design must based on CBSD mentioned in Section 2.1.

* The design pattern must incorporate the control interfaces consisting of "com-
mand" and "feedback" inputs and outputs (illustrated in Figure 3.1) that
can communicate the four physical quantities ( f , e, q , p) as indicated in Sec-
tion 3.2.
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* The flow way of energy in design pattern must be consistent with the standard-
ised communication of energy data as indicated by Section 3.2.1.

• Should

– The design should consider the connection point for task commands coming from
the sequence control layer.

– The generic requirements at loop control level for energy-aware coordination and
configuration should be set. For instance, the loop control layer should provides
either e or p together with either f or q , and are belonging to the same coordinate
frame (refer to Table 2.1).

– The specific requirements for specific application at loop-control level for energy-
aware coordination and configuration should be set. For instance, in the demo’s use
case, if the energy peak exceed the maximum allowable energy level, the torques
which are inputted to the robot will be attenuated.

• Could

– An energy budget could be set for the loop control level.

* Only the value of energy budget could be set, this could be achieved by im-
plementing a real-time system model and/or setting pre-configured reference
values.

– More than one use case could be used to show case the effects of energy-aware co-
ordination of control software.

• Won’t

– The optimization of configuration and coordination for performance won’t be done
in this work.

– Energy awareness for other control-software configuration situations won’t be im-
plemented in this work.

– Energy awareness for other control-software coordination situations won’t be im-
plemented in this work.

– The demo won’t be given to showcase the effects of energy-aware configuration of
control software, as this has been done in van Teeffelen (2018)’s work.

– The function of sequence controller which used to predict the energy budget won’t
be developed in this work.
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4 Design and Implementation

In Section 1.3.3, a series of research requirements are presented. This chapter focus on the
third requirement, i.e. "the thesis should propose the method on how to implement energy-
awareness in coordination and configuration action of the loop controller".

4.1 Design of energy-aware coordination and configuration architecture

This section describes the design of the energy-aware coordination and configuration archi-
tecture by using CBSD approach mentioned in Section 2.1, dividing and classifying all system
functions into several components, as well as setting up the connections among the compo-
nents. To explain how to take into account the system’s energetic state in the control strategy,
the design is presented in steps of increasing detail for clarity and intelligibility.

4.1.1 Interface Designs

Before presenting the components that make up the energy-aware coordination and configu-
ration architecture, the interface designs are explained for the connections among the compo-
nents. The classification of the interface inspired by the the method used by Hobert (2020).

Component

signal_C2signal_C1
signal_F2signal_F1

signal_O2signal_O1

signal_E2

signal_E1

signal notation description 
command signal  can be one of  [f, e, q, p]

feedback signal  can be one of  [f, e, q, p]

energy signal  can be one of  [Ebudget ,  Etank, potential , Eloop, potential , Eloop,kinetic , 
Erobot, potential , Erobot, kinetic ]

activate signal  activate processes corresponding to configuration/coordination  
other signal  a task / control state / camera data etc. 

signal_A2signal_A1

Figure 4.1: Descriptions of proposed interface signals (inspired by Hobert (2020)). The command and
feedback signal arrows represent vector signals while energy signal arrows represent scalar signals, they
all contain multiple quantities, the details are in Section 3.2 and Section 3.2.1 respectively. The activate
signal activates processes of component corresponding to configuration or coordination action. The
‘other’ signal can contains all signals that cannot be classified as command, feedback energy or activate
signal. The names beside the arrows (e.g. signal_C1, signal_F1, etc.) are merely a label to distinguish the
signal, not the arrows’ meaning. The layout of signals in this diagram just serves as an example, not all
the types of signal notation must appear in one component.
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Figure 4.1 shows signal notations used in all design architectures in this chapter. The arrows
are colour coded to distinguish the different types of signals. The orange and grey arrows rep-
resent command and feedback signals respectively, being consistent with the control interface
in Section 3.2. The green arrows represent energy signals and consistent to the energy flowing
way in Section 3.2.1. The red arrows represent the signals responsible to activate the processes
of the components corresponding to configuration or coordination action. The blue arrows
represent other signals which are not in this project’s scope to define a specific interface, such
as the camera photo signal.

The command (orange) and feedback (grey) signals transmit arrays consisting of four physi-
cal variables ( f , e, q , p) that can contain any of the quantities listed in Table 2.1. However, the
control interface does not restrict the number of concurrently transmitting variables. For ex-
ample, at one sample time, the feedback signal transmits the measured displacement signal
from robot to controller, but at next sample time, both measured displacement and measured
torque signals can be transmitted to controller through feedback signal. The reason for this de-
sign choice is to establish a control interface that is flexible for all kind of control strategy. For
example, for coordination action, the interface should be compatible with various control laws.
Like the control system changing the control law from torque control to position control, then
the control interface should allow both torque (e) and position (q) signal to be commanded.

The energy signals (green) correspond to the energy flow in Section 3.2.1, and transmits an
array of the energy variables listed in Table 3.2. Same as the control interface, the energy flow
does not restrict the number of concurrently transmitting variables, i.e. the energy flow enables
any number of the energy signals listed in Table 3.2 to be filled in. For example, the robot can
feed both Er obot , potenti al as well as Er obot , ki neti c through one energy flow back to controller
at the same sample time.

The activate signals (red) are separated from other signals (blue), because this thesis focus on
configuration and coordination actions, which need a specific signal to tell the system the start
time and end time of the actions. Thus, the activate signals are responsible for starting and
stopping the processes of the components handling configuration/coordination action.

4.1.2 Top-view based on the layered approach

This section uses the interface designs in Section 4.1.1 to establish the interconnections among
the main control layers mentioned in Section 2.1.1, providing a top view of the full control-
system design for configuration and coordination separately.

The design omits other layers in the (Embedded) Control Software except sequence control layer
and loop control layer. Because as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, this thesis focuses on the devel-
opment of loop control layer, and the sequence control layer is needed to send the setpoints to
the loop control layer directly. The design also integrates the I/O Hardware as well as Plant in
Figure 1.1 into a Robot component. Besides the signals marked with arrows in the figure, there
are many other signals in the system, such as the robot can send the data from camera, laser
etc. back to sequence control as mentioned in Section 2.1.1. But these signals will not be used
in this thesis, so they do not appear in the figure.

In order to integrate energy awareness into the control software, a specific energy-aware com-
ponent is needed in control software. Section 1.3.2 proposes using Passivity layer in van Teef-
felen (2018) for configuration while using port-Hamiltonian energy tank in Raiola et al. (2018)
for coordination.

For the configuration action, the top view of the design is illustrated in Figure 4.2. As mentioned
in Section 1.2, the energy-aware composition, communication and computation of the control
software has been addressed in the RaM group. They used Passivity layer to implement energy
guards, enforcing system passivity. Reusing proven concepts is consistent with the CBSD and
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can therefore also be applied in this project. The main component in the Passivity layer is the
energy tank which needs accurate energy budget according to Brodskiy (2014).

signal notation 
command  
feedback  
activate 

Embedded Control Software

Loop 
control

Sequence 
control

RobotPassivity 
layer

Configuration 
agent

setpoint

Loopcommand

Robotstate

Passivecommand

Robotstate

Figure 4.2: Design top view of energy-aware configuration control system based on layered approach.

For the configuration action, the top view of the design is illustrated in Figure 4.3. As men-
tioned in Section 3.2.1, for energy-aware coordination, it is ideal to make the design pattern
that is widely applicable, and allow the task oriented control system to become black boxes for
the engineers. By using this design, it is possible. If the control software is energy-unaware, the
Loop control layer uses the control interface to communicate a command signal and a feed-
back signal with Robot directly. By adding port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank, the command and
feedback signal is processed by port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank first and then transmitted to the
original destination.

signal notation 
command  
feedback  
energy   
activate 

Embedded Control Software

Loop 
control

Sequence 
control

Robotport-Hamiltonian 
Energy Tank

Coordination 
agent

setpoint

Loopcommand

Robotstate

CommandpH

Robotstate

Ebudget

Figure 4.3: Design top view of energy-aware coordination control system based on layered approach.

Both in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, an extra component is separated from the higher layer of Se-
quence control (perhaps in the User interface if the command is sent by the user manually, or
in the Supervisory layer if the command is sent automatically). This component is the Con-
figuration/Coordination agent who sends the activate signal (red arrow) to tell the receivers
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the configuration/coordination action is activated, appropriate processes need to be imple-
mented. For example, when the coordination action is activated, the robotic arm cannot follow
the setpoints in time as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, making the error between current state and
setpoint state become bigger and bigger. As a coordination action, the sequence control layer
can stop generating new setpoint until the setpoint is actually reached. Moreover, for Coordi-
nation agent, it also responsible to send the Ebud g et to the energy tank, and the value of Ebud g et

is depending on the use cases.

4.1.3 Detail design of Passivity layer for configuration

The Passvity layer of configuration is inspired from the block with the same name by Hobert
(2020) as shown in Figure 4.4. The Passivity Layer consists of an Energy Tank block, a Passive
Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) block, an Energy Sampling block, and the most important block for
configuration, i.e. Energy compensation block, as shown in Figure 4.4.

signal notation 
command  
feedback  
energy   
activate 

Passive ZOH
Energy tank

Energy sampling

Einteraction

Etank

Robotstate,now

Passivity layer

Passivecommand

Energy 
compensation

Ebudget,com

Energy estimator
Ebudget

Robotstate,previous

Loopcommand,previous

Loopcommand,now

setpoint

Figure 4.4: Passivity layer for configuration inspired by Hobert (2020), consists of an Energy Tank block,
a Passive Zero-Order Hold (ZOH) block, an Energy Sampling block, and an Energy compensation block.

To increasing the comprehensibility, the explantion of the Figure 4.4 is combined with an
displacement-in/effort-out system as an example.

The Energy tank block computes the current energy-tank level (Et ank (k)) as a function of
the old energy-tank level (Et ank (k − 1)), energy budget with compensation (Ebud g et ,com(k −
1)) and the amount of energy consumed by the Loop-Control layer during the last sample
interval(Ei nter acti on):

Et ank (k) = Et ank (k −1)+Ebud g et ,com(k −1)−Ei nter acti on

The Energy compensation block is responsible for calculating the energy compensation as
mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Which is important for the energy tank to register the energy flows
in and out of the controller in the right way. The output of this block is:

Ebud g et ,com = Ebud g et +∆HKv

in which ∆HKv is the symbol representing energy compensation in Section 2.3.1.
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Assuming the system uses effort (e) as "command" signal and position (q) as "feedback" sig-
nal. The Energy sampling block calculates the Ei nter acti on using Equation 2.4 too, but for the
previous sample interval [(k −1)T,kT ]:

Ei nter acti on(k) = eT (k)(q(kT )−q((k −1)T ))

e(k) = Loopcommand ,pr evi ous

q(kT ) = Robotst ate,now

q((k −1)T )) = Robotst ate,pr evi ous

(4.1)

For Eenrgy estimator block, according to Brodskiy (2014), determining model-based energy
budget for the energy tank needs to know the real-time models of the loop control layer, the
robot, and the environment. As for configuration action, the model of loop control layer should
be available. Because as mentioned in Section 2.1.2, the configuration action means to tune
the parameters such as the stiffness value in the loop controller, which means the engineer is
possible to know and understand the control law used in the loop control layer. For example,
in Teleoperated robotic systems (van Teeffelen, 2018) mentioned in Section 3.1, if the engineer
desired safety and stability, he needs to know the loop control layer uses Cartesian impedance
control, and what he needs to do is decreasing the impedance values. Then when calculating
the energy budget, the potential energy stored in virtual spring should be considered. However,
as mentioned in Section 3.2.1, it is not in the scope of this thesis to develop highly-accurate
component models for estimating the energy budget. So the design of Energy estimator block
is arranged in Appendix A.

The Passivity layer enforces passivity of the configuration action by making sure the energy
tank level remains positive. This is achieved by the Passive ZOH block, which modulates the
command signal from Loop control layer if need be. It estimates the amount of energy required
for the upcoming sample interval [kT, (k +1)T ] (Er eq (k +1)) using Equation 2.4, in which

Er eq (k +1) = eT (k +1)(q((k +1)T )−q(kT ))

e(k +1) = Loopcommand ,now

q((k +1)T ) = set poi nt

q(kT )) = Robotst ate,now

and, if this energy estimate (Er eq (k +1)) exceeds the current energy-tank level (Et ank (k)), the
Passivity layer attenuates the commanded signal accordingly. When the energy in the tank is
depleted, no movement is allowed:

epassi ve (k +1) =





e(k +1) · Et ank (k)
Er eq (k+1) , if

(
Er eq (k +1) ≥ Et ank (k) > 0

)

e(k +1), if
(
Er eq (k +1) < Et ank (k)

)
&(Et ank (k) > 0)

0, if (Et ank (k) ≤ 0)

(4.2)

4.1.4 Detail design of port-Hamiltonian energy tank for coordination

Due to the possibility of missing the model of loop control layer when dealing with the coordi-
nation action, the Energy Estimator will not be used. And the energy budget for coordination
in this thesis is only responsible for filling the energy tank under the maximum limit at the
beginning of energy tank working as mentioned in Section 3.2.1.

The port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank for coordination is inspired by Raiola et al. (2018). Which
treats the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank as a whole, making the physical description of the
port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank intelligible. And Raiola et al. (2018) regards each joint of the
manipulator as a subsystem. Hence, the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank in Figure 4.5 is for one
joint n.
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Robotstate,now

port-Hamiltonian 
Energy Tank

CommandpH
Ebudget

Loopcommand,now
signal notation 
command  
feedback  
energy   
activate 

Figure 4.5: Port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank for coordination inspired by Raiola et al. (2018).

The Energy tank block inputs the velocity of the joint q̇n (Robotst ate,now ), using Equation 2.12
to get the state of the spring (sn), and the energy level in the tank Et ank = Hn(sn) = 1

2 ks2
n = 1

2 s2
n ,

in which the stiffness of the virtual spring choose to be k = 1.

The port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank tries to preserve energy-consistency of the coordination
action by modulating the transmission ratio un . In Raiola et al. (2018)’s experiment, under the
presence of an external force, the energy tanks level increases. But the authors didn’t limit the
increasing of the energy tanks level. The disturbance due to coordination action can be re-
gard as an external force applying to the system. In order to preserve energy-consistency, limit
the increasing of the energy tanks level, proportionally attenuate the torques (from torques
output by Loop controller τcn , i.e. Loopcommand ,now in Figure 4.5, to torques output by port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank τnout , i.e. CommandpH in Figure 4.5) with the difference in maxi-
mum tank level (comes from the Coordination agent, which is equal to Ebud g et , depending on
the specific use cases, such as using Head Injury Criteria) and actual tank level, i.e.

τnout

τcn

= Emax

Hn(sn)
,

following derivation is derived as a supplement to Equation 2.10:

∵ τnout = τcn

Emax

Hn(sn)

∵ Hn(sn) = 1

2
s2

n

∴ τnout = τcn ·
2Emax

s2
n

= τcn

2Emax

s3
n

· sn

∵ τnout =−un · sn
(
E quati on 2.11

)

∴ un = −2Emax

s3 τcn

(4.3)

then the transmission ratio un is determined using τcn (Loopcommand ,now ) and sn (related to
q̇n , i.e. Robotst ate,now ) as:

un =





−2Emax

s3 τcn , if (Hn (sn) ≥ Emax )
−τcn

sn
, if (Hn (sn) > ε)&(Hn (sn) < Emax )

−τcn

γ2 sn , otherwise

(4.4)

Once the transmission ratio un is settled according to the energy levels in Hn(sn), the torque
output sent to joint n (the CommandpH signal in Figure 4.5) is computed as:

τon =−un · sn (4.5)
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And the specific value of maximum energy level (Emax ) can be determined by the specific use
cases as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. For example, the HIC (Head Injury Criteria), or the energy
and power based safety metrics applied in the second project of Section 3.1 (Human-friendly
manipulators) etc.. And it will be sent by Coordination agent in Figure 4.3.

4.2 Conceptual implementation of the energy-aware coordination

This section presents a method of implementation the goals posed in Section 1.3.2. As men-
tioned in Section 1.1, a form of energy-aware configuration has been achieved in van Teeffelen
(2018)’s work. Hence, the implementation of energy-aware configuration will not be processed
in this thesis. For energy-aware coordination, the implementation serves a proof of concept. It
is intended to form a basis on implementing rather than being a fully finished implementation
with extensive functionalities. And it choose the use case in Section 3.3 as the implementation
scenario.

4.2.1 Robot platform

As posed in Section 2.1.1, even though this thesis focuses on the loop control layer (part of
software), it is still important to keep in mind the full control system including I/O Hardware as
well as the Plant. Therefore, the implementation needs to be connected to a plant (robot plus
environment). Since the robot’s development is out of this project’s scope, it should be reused
from existing platform.

The KUKA Lightweight Robot (LWR) manipulator, developed by the German Aerospace Cen-
ter (DLR)1, is one of the earliest generations of manipulators designed for human interaction.
(Cardenas, 2017) introduces the robot features moderate joint compliance, suitable sensing,
and control capability. And due to its lightweight essence, dynamic performance is increased
by reducing power consumption . The manipulator has 7 DOF (degree of freedom), where each
joint is equipped with position and torque sensors, and the components characterization and
relevant dimensions of the manipulator are displayed in Figure 4.6. Thus, the robot can be
operated with position, velocity and torque control. And the 7 DOF gives the LWR 4+ greater
flexibility and precision than the more common 6-axis robots.

The Research Center "E.Piaggio" provided a series of software related to the KUKA LWR 4+, ei-
ther for real and for simulation2, where the controller can be applied in loop control layer. How-
ever, not all the controllers can be used in simulation. For example, the position controllers
such as "one_task_inverse_kinematics" controller cannot be used, which command position
(displacement) but cannot get the force (effort) feedback. The reason why this happens is an-
swered by the "E.Piaggio": "Since there is no actual PID, but the position is set directly. This is
because we didn’t want to tune a PID for simulation, and in the real case, KUKA already did a
great job with the joint position control"3. Only if the controller can provide the control inter-
face mentioned in Section 3.2, it can be applied to integrate energy awareness. In this thesis,
the "minimum_effort_inverse_dynamics" controller and the "backstepping_controller" con-
troller are being used in the loop control layer, since the loop control layer can be a black box,
the detail of the control laws is not important. They both use "flow-in/effort-out" causality, to
be precise, is "displacement-in/effort-out", i.e. input position data, output torque data to each
joints. However, the ways of calculating the output torque are different, leading to the bump of
energy appears when changing the control laws.

1DLR Portal-German Aerospace Center: http://www.dlr.de
2https://github.com/CentroEPiaggio/kuka-lwr
3https://github.com/CentroEPiaggio/kuka-lwr/issues/69
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Table 5.1: Axis data of the KUKA LWR manipulator [24].

Axis Data

Axis Range Speed Torque
A1 (J1) ±170° 110°/s 176 Nm
A2 (J2) ±120° 110°/s 176 Nm
E1 (J3) ±170° 128°/s 100 Nm
A3 (J4) ±120° 128°/s 100 Nm
A4 (J5) ±170° 204°/s 100 Nm
A5 (J6) ±120° 184°/s 38 Nm
A6 (J7) ±170° 184°/s 38 Nm

• Links are considered as rigid bodies.

• Link mass distribution is considered uniform.

• Effect on link inertias due to weight of low level electronics is neglected.

• Motor dynamics and gear transmissions are not included in joint dynamics models.

The components characterization and relevant dimensions of the manipulator are displayed
in Figure 5.1. These values, along with some other pertinent parameters, are taken from the
Universal Robotic Description Format (URDF) file provided by the Research Center "E.Piaggio",
which is available at their GitHub repository1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the KUKA LWR 4+ manipulator with components characterization.

1https://github.com/CentroEPiaggio
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of the KUKA LWR 4+ manipulator with components characterization.

4.2.2 Overview of the implementation

This section clarified how the whole energy-aware control software works to handle the coor-
dination action of the use case mentioned in Section 3.3, the flow chart is shown in Figure 4.7.

Activate 
Controller B 

(Coordination 
action starts)

 Activate 
port-Hamiltonian 

energy tank

Continue Sequence 
controller 

(Coordination action 
finishes)

Controller B 
sends command 
to Robot directly

t2

t3

Process of 
port-Hamiltonian 

energy tank 

Stop Sequence 
controller

 Stop 
port-Hamiltonian 

energy tank

Start

End

Figure 4.7: Flow chart for the steps of the whole energy-aware control software to handle the coordina-
tion action of the use case mentioned in Section 3.3

The handling of the coordination action happens in the interval [t2− t3] of the use case. Hence,
the process before t2 is omitted. The reason why the Sequence controller needs to stop during
handling the coordination action, and why the working time of port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank
is limited will be analysed in the coming sections respectively. And the detail of the "Process
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of port-Hamiltonian energy tank" will be illustrated as a flow chart in Section 4.2.4. This flow
chart just provides an overview of the entire process.

4.2.3 Implementation of the sequence control layer

As can be seen from Figure 4.3, the implementation also need to include a Sequence control
layer, sending setpoints to Loop control layer and Passivity layer. The setpoints are imple-
mented in a form of H-matrix, which describes a target pose of the robot’s end effector with
respect to the robot’s inertial reference frame (H 0

t ar g et ).

For the experiments, a Cartesian reference trajectory was defined as a periodic motion. Be-
cause development of a sequence controller has no priority in this project, thus the setpoints
just simply let the end effector move back and forth in a straight line as shown in Figure 4.8,
and the orientation is kept unchanged:

H 0
t ar g et (t ) =





p0
t ar g et (t ) =




x(t )

y(t )

z


=




0.25+0.05si n( f t )

0.05si n( f t )

1.75




R0
t ar g et =




0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0




(4.6)

in which, frequency f = 2π
T = 3.
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Figure 4.8: Desired trajectory of robot’s end effector.

In order to avoid the situation that the robotic arm cannot follow the setpoints in time during
coordination action, making the error between current state and setpoint state become bigger
and bigger, the sequence control layer will stop generating new setpoint until the coordination
action finishes.
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4.2.4 Implementation of the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank for coordination action

The port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank for coordination action has been implemented in line with
its design shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.5. Its main functionalities are illustrated by the
flowchart in Figure 4.9.

Start

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes End

No

Figure 4.9: Flow chart of process for port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank

First fill the energy tank using the Ebud g et (Et ank = Emax = Ebud g et ) and activate a counter to
limit the working time (W or ki ng T i me = count ×SampleT i me) of the energy tank. Because
if the energy tank works too long, the output torques will be continuously limited until Et ank

drops below Emax , which consumes a lot of time, and the error between current state and set-
point state may be worse. If the loop controller using the Cartesian forces of the end-effector
as the intermediate variable, and finally use transpose of the Jacobian, mapping to the torques
in joint coordinates, like what Cartesian impedance controller does, the error may keep de-
creasing, because only the amplitude of Cartesian forces will be limited, not the orientation.
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However, the design pattern of energy-aware coordination needs to be generic, and usually the
controller only has joint torques, for which, a balancing end-effector force does not always ex-
ist. There might be a better way to deal with it rather than limit the working time, but it is not
the scope of this thesis.

In line with the design presented in Section 4.1.4, the energy tank uses the input signal (q̇n)
to calculate the energy level in the tank (Et ank ). Then the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank will
keep or attenuate the output torques depending on the Et ank . Once reaching the limit time,
such as count ≥ 1000, the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank will stop working, and the computed
torques of Loop controller will be sent to robot directly, the sequence controller will continue
generating new setpoints.

4.3 Conclusion

This chapter describes the design pattern of the energy-aware configuration and coordination
respectively, and the conceptual implementation of energy-aware coordination, on the basis of
requirements posed in Section 3.4. The design pattern serves as an architectural guide for the
implementation, while the implementation described in this chapter is conceptual and serves
a take on how the design could be implemented. The energy-aware configuration and coor-
dination design both consist of control interfaces responsible for the communication of the
control signals, and the energy flowing way are consistent with the one posed in Section 3.2.1.
But the main components are different, for energy-aware configuration, it is a passivity layer,
for energy-aware coordination, it is port-Hamiltonian energy tank. Although the architecture
of main components for configuration and coordination are different, the cores are the same,
i.e. limiting the active behavior by limiting the available energy for robot supplied by the con-
trol system. The energy-aware configuration has been implemented by van Teeffelen (2018),
while the energy-aware coordination is implemented in simulation and uses the use case in
Section 3.3 as an implementation example.
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5 Evaluation

This chapter treats the project’s requirement of “a demo of the final product (design pattern)
must showcase the effects of energy-aware coordination”, stated in Section 3.4, and also the
forth research requirement in Section 1.3.3, i.e. "the assessment of the design pattern should
be done in this thesis, to analyse the benefits and drawbacks of energy-aware configuration
and coordination". Four different experiments on energy-aware coordination are treated, they
serve as an assessment of concept presented in Chapter 4. With the results of these exper-
iments, the design and implementation of the energy-aware coordination architecture pre-
sented in Chapter 4 are evaluated on the basis of the system-level properties, such as energy
consistency.

5.1 Experiments

The experiments conducted in this project serve a common purpose of demonstrating system-
level properties, such as the control software energy awareness when dealing with coordination
action. The steps of the experiments are consistent with the steps in Figure 4.7, as shown in
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B 
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 Activate 
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energy tank

Continue 
Sequence 
controller 

(Coordination 
action finishes)

Controller B 
sends 
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Robot 

directly

t2

t3

Process of 
port-Hamiltonian 

energy tank 

Stop 
Sequence 
controller

 Stop 
port-Hamiltonian 

energy tank

Start

End

Controller 
A works

Stop  
Controller 

A

t0
t1

Figure 5.1: Flow chart for the steps of experiments, is consistent with Figure 4.7, but adding the steps
before t2 of the use case in Section 3.3.

Four experiments have been conducted, each with the same duration and trajectory (explained
in Section 4.2.3). The difference between these four experiments is in the form of simulation
types (with or without port-Hamiltonian energy tank working), maximum value of the energy
level in the energy tank (mentioned in Section 4.1.3), as explained below:

1. Without port-Hamiltonian energy tank
The first experiment performs a simulation without port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank work-
ing, i.e. the torques output by the Loop controller will send to the robot directly. This ex-
periment serves as a reference scenario to compare with the other experiments in terms
of interaction energy, evaluating experiment results from the perspective of energy.

2. With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 5J
The second experiment performs a simulation with port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank work-
ing, i.e. the output torques may be attenuated by the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank. The
purpose of this experiment is to verifying whether the design of energy awareness is ef-
fective or not for coordination action, and evaluating the system-level properties when
adding port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank to the control software. 5J has empirically been
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chosen as a starting Emax , because it leads to insightful data where the torques will be
attenuated (the value is not too high, and the phenomenon of too high value is shown in
Experiment4) and the robot manipulator will not out of control (the value is not too low,
and the phenomenon of too low value is shown in Experiment 3).

3. With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 4J
The third simulation comprises a simulation that allows port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank
to work too, but making Emax = 4J , which is smaller than the Emax applied in the sec-
ond simulation. The purpose of this experiment is to verify the negative effect of port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank as mentioned in Section 4.2.4, i.e. too much restriction on the
output torques will degrade the performance, increasing the error between current state
and setpoint state.

4. With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 6J
The forth simulation comprises a simulation that allows port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank
to work too, but making Emax = 6J , which is bigger than the Emax applied in the sec-
ond simulation. The purpose of this experiment is to verify the negative effect of port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank if allow too much energy in the energy tank, will also degrade
the performance, weaken the effect of limiting the bump of the torque output, which is
bad for the energy consistency.

In all experiments, the setpoints sended by the seqenunce control layer follow the same trajec-
tory (explained in Section 4.2.3). And the t1, t2 and t3 in Figure 5.1 are as unified as possible
in all experiments with the help of ROS script, making the coordination action happens almost
at the same pose and having the same coming setpoints (due to the simulation environment,
complete consistency cannot be guaranteed), allowing easier comparison between the four
experiments. The ROS computation graph is in Appendix B. A list of hardware and software
materials that have been used in the experiments is given in Appendix C. The results of the
experiments are presented in Section 5.2.

5.2 Results and Discussion

This section presents the data resulting from the four experiments described in Section 5.1, and
then discusses the result.

For the first experiment, only one figure is shown, that is, the interaction energy (Ei nter acti on)
calculated by Equation 4.1 versus time. It consists of two sub-figures, the left sub-figure is the
interaction energy using Controller A, and the right one is the interaction energy after changing
to Controller B.

For the last three experiments, three figures are shown. In the first figure, the energy-tank level
of each joint versus time is shown. The second one consists of three sub-figures. Counting
from left to right, the leftmost one presents the output torque of each joint versus time using
the first controller (Controller A in use case mentioned in Section 3.3). The middle one presents
the time series of the each joint torque output by the loop controller directly after changing to
the second controller (Controller B in use case mentioned in Section 3.3). And the rightmost
figure, presents the the time series of the each joint torque output by the port-Hamiltonian
Energy Tank (i.e. sent to the robot) after changing to the Controller B The third figure shows the
interaction energy, also consists of two sub-figures. The left sub-figure is the interaction energy
using Controller A, and the right one is the interaction energy after changing to Controller B.

5.2.1 Experiment 1: Without port-Hamiltonian energy tank

Result

Following are the results for Experiment 1 mentioned in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.2: The interaction energy of each joint versus time without port-Hamiltonian energy tank work-
ing.

Discussion

A zoom in version of Figure 5.2 will be shown in Section 5.2.2 to make a clear comparison,
showing the effect of port-Hamiltonian energy tank from the perspective of energy.

5.2.2 Experiment 2: With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 5J

Result

Following are the results for Experiment 2 mentioned in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: The energy-tank level of each joint versus time with Emax = 5J
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Figure 5.4: Time series of the robot’s joint torque of the first experiment (Emax = 5J ). Counting from left
to right, the leftmost one is the joint torque versus time using Controller A. The middle one is the time
series of the each joint torque outputting by the loop controller directly after changing to Controller
B. The rightmost sub-figure, presents the the time series of the each joint torque output by the port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank (i.e. sent to the robot) using the Controller B.
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Figure 5.5: The interaction energy of each joint versus time with Emax = 5J . The left one is the interac-
tion energy using Controller A, and the right one is the interaction energy after changing to Controller
B.

Discussion

For Experiment 2, as shown in Figure 5.4, comparing the first and second sub-figures, a big
bump of the torques output by the Loop control layer appears, especially the torque of joint
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2. And in Figure 5.3, a sudden change of energy tank level also appears at the beginning of
coordination action (the lines appear in figure when the coordination action starts). This phe-
nomenon proofs the concept argued in Section 2.3.2, that is, using the energy information, the
impact of the coordination action on the system-level properties can be observed.

With the help of energy awareness, it’s possible for the engineer to enhance system behaviour
and make better decisions to accomplish tasks effectively and safely (Brodskiy, 2014) as men-
tioned in Section 1.1. And this can be proved by comparing the second and third sub-figures.
Observing Figure 5.3, it can be found that the energy-tank level of joint 2 is the biggest one
among all the energy-tank levels, which means the energy level in the tank of joint 2 far exceeds
the maximum limit (Emax = 5J ). By analysing Equation 4.4 and Equation 2.11, the conclusion
can be drawn that, the more energy in energy tank (Et ank ) exceeds the maximum value (Emax ),
the stronger the attenuating of the Loop controller outputting torques. Hence, the torque of
joint 2 outputted by the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank is much smaller than the one outputted
by the Loop controller. In other words, the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank puts a restriction on
the Loop controller outputting torque, just like a filter.

In Figure 5.5, the interaction energy of each joints is shown, to evaluate the experiment result
on the view of energy. However, due to the size of the figure, it cannot be seen clearly. Hence,
a zoom in version of the interaction energy after changing to Controller B is applied and com-
pares to the zoom in version of the corresponding one in Figure 5.2. Then also separate each
joints and indicate them separately as shown in Figure 5.6. It can be seen that bump of inter-
action energy of joint 2 is attenuated obviously at the beginning of coordination action.
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Figure 5.6: Compare the interaction energy of each joints after changing to Controller B, between Ex-
periment 1 and Experiment 2. The left sub-figures are for Experiment 1, i.e. without port-Hamiltonian
Energy Tank. The right sub-figures are for Experiment 2, i.e. with port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank,
Emax = 5J .

5.2.3 Experiment 3: With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 4J

Result

Following are the results for Experiment 3 mentioned in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.7: The energy-tank level of each joint versus time with Emax = 4J
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Figure 5.8: Time series of the robot’s joint torque of the second experiment (Emax = 4J ). Counting from
left to right, the leftmost one is the joint torque versus time using Controller A. The middle one is the
time series of the each joint torque output by the loop controller directly after changing to Controller
B. The rightmost sub-figure, presents the the time series of the each joint torque output by the port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank (i.e. sent to the robot) using the Controller B.
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Figure 5.9: The interaction energy of each joint versus time with Emax = 4J . The left one is the interac-
tion energy using Controller A, and the right one is the interaction energy after changing to Controller
B.

Discussion

For Experiment 3, as shown in Figure 5.7, the coordination action produces a great amount
of internal energy to the energy tank after 10.4s, making the robot manipulator out of control.
This is because the Emax is too small, letting the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank put too much
restriction on the Loop controller outputting torque in the beginning of the coordination ac-
tion. By zooming in the last two sub-figures in Figure 5.8 as shown in Figure 5.10, it can be
found that although when the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank working (in the beginning of the
two figures), the torques can be limited to a smaller range, once the port-Hamiltonian Energy
Tank stop its functionality, the torques will be out of control due to the big amount of error
between setpoint position and current robot joint position. And also observing the right sub-
figure in Figure 5.9, the interaction energy is small when the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank
working, but once the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank stop its functionality, the bump of the
interaction energy appears.
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Figure 5.10: Zoom in the last two sub-figures in Figure 5.8.
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5.2.4 Experiment 4: With port-Hamiltonian energy tank, Emax = 6J

Result

Following are the results for Experiment 4 mentioned in Section 5.1.
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Figure 5.11: The energy-tank level of each joint versus time with Emax = 6J
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Figure 5.12: Time series of the robot’s joint torque of the second experiment (Emax = 6J ). Counting from
left to right, the leftmost one is the joint torque versus time using Controller A. The middle one is the
time series of the each joint torque output by the loop controller directly after changing to Controller
B. The rightmost sub-figure, presents the the time series of the each joint torque output by the port-
Hamiltonian Energy Tank (i.e. sent to the robot) using the Controller B.
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Figure 5.13: The interaction energy of each joint versus time with Emax = 6J . The left one is the interac-
tion energy using Controller A, and the right one is the interaction energy after changing to Controller
B.

Discussion

For Experiment 4, as shown in Figure 5.11, the coordination action produces a great amount
of internal energy to the energy tank after 2.83s, making the robot manipulator out of control.
This is because the Emax is too big, allowing too much energy in the energy tank, weaken the
effect of limiting the bump of the torque output. As shown in Figure 5.13, in the beginning of
the right sub-figure, even when the port-Hamiltonian Energy Tank working, there is still a peak
of the interaction energy, which means the limitation of energy is not enough.
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

The project presented in this thesis has focused on integrating energy awareness into the con-
trol software when dealing with the configuration and coordination actions. In Section 1.3.3,
a series of research requirements are presented. In this section, the main contributions of this
thesis are illustrated in the order of the requirements listed in Section 1.3.3.

1. The thesis should be able to acknowledge the impact of run-time coordination and con-
figuration of the loop control software in the behaviour of the robot.

First, the robot dynamics will be influenced. For example, the sudden energy changes
signify the sudden velocity and/or forces changes (such as the sudden torques changes
after changing to Controller B in the experiments of Chapter 5), which leads to danger-
ous motion of the robot. And the system-level properties are degraded, such as energy-
consistency, system stability and safety as analysed in Section 3.1.

2. A series of requirements should be proposed in the design pattern to preserve the system-
level properties, such as energy consistency.

In order to let the design pattern preserve the system-level properties, it is important to
integrate energy awareness into control software. The control software and the hard-
ware (e.g. robot) need to supply suitable control interfaces as mentioned in Section 3.2
to let the energy-aware component (the Passivity layer for configuration and the port-
Hamiltonian energy tank for coordination) plug into the system. And after plugging in
the energy-aware component, the energy communication of the system should follow
the energy-communication standard in Section 3.2.1.

3. The thesis should propose the method on how to implement energy-awareness in coor-
dination and configuration action of the loop controller.

The design choice can refer to the design pattern in Chapter 4. The design pattern for
the energy-aware configuration and coordination both applies the control interface and
energy-communication standard mentioned above, and consists of 4 components, i.e.
agent, sequence controller, loop controller and energy-aware component. The agent
handles the configuration and coordination actions by altering the behaviour of the other
3 components. The sequence controller sends the setpoints to the loop controller di-
rectly. The loop controller runs the control law that steers the physical system to follow
the setpoint value. Last, the energy-aware component integrates energy awareness into
the control software, and tries to reduce the undesired effect of configuration and coordi-
nation actions by limiting the energy supplied by the control software to robot, then the
sudden interaction energy change can be attenuated. As the experiment 2 (Emax = 5J )
result shown in Chapter 5, the output torques are attenuated when the energy level in the
tank (Et ank ) exceeds the upper limit, then the system-level properties like energy consis-
tency can be preserved.

4. The assessment of the design pattern should be done in this thesis, to analyse the benefits
and drawbacks of energy-aware configuration and coordination.

Advantages: It’s possible to acknowledge the consequences in robot behavior from an
energy point of view when doing configuration and coordination actions, allowing the
system to have much more information available to make a better decision; Improving
the system-level properties if proper maximum energy level of energy tank is applied.
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Disadvantages: The control algorithm may become more complex; Suitable physical pair
(such as e and f in the same coordinate frame) should be available to the control inter-
face, and the causality, timeliness are also the constraints; System performance depends
on accurate energy budget for the energy-aware component (the Passivity layer for con-
figuration and the port-Hamiltonian energy tank for coordination). As shown in Chap-
ter 5, if the Emax is appropriate, the system-level properties such as bumpless transfer for
the output torques is possible to realize. However, if the Emax is too small, when the pas-
sivity layer stop working, the robot manipulator may be out of control. And if the Emax

too high, allowing too much energy in the energy tank, the effect of limiting the bump of
the energy is weakened.

6.2 Recommendations

Since in this project, the energy-aware configuration and coordination designs have been im-
plemented to serve only as a proof of concept, most of the recommendations for future work
are focused on the implementation and improvement. The recommendations refer to the re-
quirements list in Section 3.4.

• In the future work, more use cases can be applied to increase the functions of the design
pattern. For energy-aware configuration, only refer to van Teeffelen (2018)’s work. And
for energy-aware coordination, only design the conceptual implementation and do the
experiment under the use case in Section 3.3.

• The bumpy transfer has not been completely resolved in the experiments, and the value
of Emax is chose empirically. Hence the design pattern of the port-Hamiltonian energy
tank may need an improvement in the future.

• In this thesis, only simulation is used for evaluation, which is not enough. In the future
work, implementation on a real robot platform is necessary.
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A Detailed design of Energy estimator for configuration

Like the Passivity layer presented in Section 4.1.3, the Energy estimator is also inspired by the
work of Hobert (2020). Accordingly, it consists of real-time models of the Loop control layer,
the Robot, and the Environment to determine model-based energy budgets for the Passivity
layer’s energy tank. These energy budgets are an estimation of the amount of energy that the
Loop control layer will require for the next sample time.

signal notation 
command  
feedback  
energy   
other  

Energy sampling

Model of Loop 
Control Model of Robot

Model of 
Environment

robotstate,est

Loopstate,est

envstate,est robotstate,estLoopstate,est

budget

Loopstate,current

Energy estimator

Figure A.1: Energy estimator design inspired by Hobert (2020).

To be easier to understand, the Figure A.1 will be combine with Equation 2.4 as an example to
illustrate. Following computation will be processed in Energy sampling block:

∆H(k +1) = eT (k +1)(q((k +1)T )−q(kT ))

∆H(k +1) = Ebud g et

e(k +1) = Loopst ate,cur r ent _1

q((k +1)T ) = Loopst ate,est

q(kT ) = Loopst ate,cur r ent _2

∴ Ebud g et = Loopst ate,cur r ent _1(Loopst ate,est −Loopst ate,cur r ent _2)

(A.1)

First, the loop control layer (e.g. Cartesian impedance control) computes the commanded
forces (Loopst ate,cur r ent _1) by measured positions and setpoints. Then, using the Model
of Loop Control, Model of Robot and Model of Environment to estimate the next positions
(Loopst ate,est ). Finally, the rough energy budget (Ebud g et ) is equal to the product of com-
manded forces and, the difference between two positions (next positions and current posi-
tions).

However, using this way, only obtain a rough energy budget. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2,
throughout the sample interval [kT, (k+1)T ], the value of the f is continuously changing, here
only uses the position values at both ends to estimate the total change of f . Brodskiy (2014)
identified that inaccurate energy-budget estimations have a negative impact on system perfor-
mance. Only if the sampling time T is small enough, and the accuracy requirements are not so
high, the error could be acceptable.
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As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, it’s possible to get the Model of Loop Control. And as clarified
in Hobert (2020), the behaviour of the Model of Loop Control depends on the behaviour of
the Model of Robot, the interaction between these two blocks is also necessary. Hence, the
signals Loopst ate,est and r obotst ate,est are necessary. However the Model of Environment can
be omitted due to the development of Model of Robot without considering its environment
is possible. With the help of above Models, calculating an accurate energy budget is possible
(Groothuis et al., 2018). Or the energy budgets per time step can be determined by running
a simultaneous simulation of the controlled system dynamics ((Brodskiy, 2014; Hobert, 2020).
However, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1, it is not in the scope of this thesis to develop highly-
accurate component models for estimating the energy budget.
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B ROS Computation Graph

The following graphs are the ROS computation graphs using the command:� �
$ rqt_graph� �

When the loop controller uses "minimum_effort_inverse_dynamics" controller, the ROS graph
is:

Figure B.1: The ROS graph when using "minimum_effort_inverse_dynamics" controller.

Then use the command:� �
$ rosservice c a l l / lwr / controller_manager / switch_control ler
" { s t a r t _ c o n t r o l l e r s : [ ’ ecca_back_stepping_controller ’ ] ,
s top_control lers : [ ’ ecca_minimum_effort_inverse_dynamics ’ ] ,
s t r i c t n e s s : 2} "� �

The control law in loop controller switch to "backstepping_controller" controller, and the ROS
graph is following:
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Figure B.2: The ROS graph when using "backstepping_controller" controller.
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C Setup

The following corresponds to Section 5.1.

The setup used for the experiments described in Section 5.1 is:

• Hardware: Lenovo XiaoXin-14/WL 2019, Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8565U CPU @ 1.80GHz,
RAM 20.0 GB, Window-10.

• Virtual machine software: Oracle VM VirtualBox1 v6.1.18.
Settings:

– Ubuntu2 16.04
Note: the simulation is not yet functional on newer Ubuntu versions.

– 3 CPUs

– 12 GB memory

– 60 GB storage.

• Middleware: ROS3 Kinetic

• Simulator: Gazebo4 7.0.0

1Oracle VM VirtualBox website: https://www.virtualbox.org/
2Ubuntu website: https://ubuntu.com/
3ROS website: https://www.ros.org/
4Gazebo website: http://gazebosim.org/
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